Background Manual analysis of sleep, breathing, and oxygenation records is the "gold standard" for diagnosing sleep abnormalities but is time consuming and cumbersome. The accuracy and cost of a computerised sleep analysis system have therefore been investigated. Methods Manual and computerised (CNS Sleep Lab) scores from 43 consecutive clinical sleep studies were prospectively compared for accuracy and the time and costs were recorded. Results There were good correlations and no systematic differences between manual and computer scoring for total sleep time, sleep onset latency, and duration of REM sleep. There was a small but clinically insignificant systematic difference in breathing pattern analysis, the number of hypopnoeas/hour being lower with manual than with computer scoring (13 (SE 3) v 15 (SE 3)/hour). There was no difference between computer and manual scoring of the frequency of apnoeas, so the frequency of apnoeas + hypopnoeas was clinically insignificantly higher with computer scoring with a highly significant correlation between the two techniques. laboratory-with resultant purchase and storage costs. Data acquisition techniques which allow electronic storage of sleep studies and automated or semiautomated analysis could thus save time and money and be extremely useful if they were sufficiently accurate. We have therefore examined the accuracy of polysomnography carried out with the CNS Sleep Lab (CNS Inc, Chanhassen, Minnesota, USA) and have studied the potential for time and cost savings.
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Thirty four breathing traces were technically suitable for analysis by both techniques. There was a small but consistent difference between the manual and computer scoring of frequency of apnoeas + hypopnoeas (fig 3) . Evaluation of a computerised polysomnography system less than five minutes when the technician could leave the computer to proceed with the analysis, but in practice these gaps were too brief to allow other major tasks to be performed. The only area in which our data show that the CNS Sleep Lab was sufficiently inaccurate to cause concern in clinical practice was in the scoring of REM sleep latency (fig 2) . Although the computer system was accurate in most cases, there was considerable variability and this might be important in the recognition of early REM sleep, which is particularly important during the multiple sleep latency test."' A definite advantage of the CNS system is the replacement of the paper trace by optical disk. This not only gets around practical problems, such as pens failing, paper sticking and storage, but also greatly aids retrieval of earlier sleep studies. Reviewing previous paper records is a major logistic and physical feat in many sleep laboratories. In addition, some laboratories believe that it may be possible to dispense with an overnight technician when paperless systems are used.
The CNS Sleep Lab system is adequately accurate for clinical sleep studies but does not save technician time and is associated with much higher capital costs than conventional paper trace polysomnography.
